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Abstract 
What viewpoint-control strategies are important for performing global visual exploration tasks 
such as searching for specific surface markings, building a global model of an arbitrary object, 
or recognizing an object? In this paper we consider the task of purposefilly controlling the 
motion of an active, monocular observer in order to recover a global description of a smooth, 
arbitrarily-shaped object. We formulate global surface reconstruction as the task of controlling the 
motion of the observer so that the visible rim slides over the maximal, connected, reconstructible 
surface regions intersecting the visible rim at the initial viewpoint. We show that these regions 
are bounded by a subset of the visual event curves defined on the surface. 
By studying the epipolar parameterization, we develop two basic strategies that allow recon- 
struction of a surface region around any point in a reconstructible surface region. These strategies 
control viewpoint to achieve and maintain a well-defined geometric relationship with the object’s 
surface, rely only on information extracted directly from images (e.g., tangents to the occluding 
contour), and are simple enough to be performed in real time. We then show how global sur- 
face reconstruction can be provably achieved by ( 1) appropriately integrating these strategies to 
iteratively “grow” the reconstructed regions, and (2) obeying four simple rules. 
Keywords: Active vision; Purposive vision; Global surface reconstruction; Occluding contour; Viewpoint 
control; Smooth surfaces 
1. Introduction 
Psychologists have long advocated the importance of simple behaviors in humans 
and biological organisms in general, whose purpose is the active acquisition of specific 
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information about the environment (e.g., getting closer to an object if it is too far away, 
or picking up an object to determine its weight) [ 19,20,26]. In the context of visual 
information processing, this view suggests that the observer should be active, operating 
with a task-specific and data-dependent purpose within the environment and interacting 
with it in real time, in order to perform a specific task [ 2,4,5]. 
In this paper we use an active (i.e., mobile) observer that controls its viewpoint to 
derive a global, three-dimensional description of an object. Our approach solves the 
following problem: How should viewpoint be controlled in order to generate a dense 
sequence of images maximizing the area reconstructed on the object’s surface? We call 
this the global surface reconstruction task. We consider this task for smooth surfaces of 
arbitrary shape; the object is unknown, can be non-convex, and can self-occlude. 
Our goal is to control the observer’s viewpoint so that global surface reconstruction 
is guaranteed. When trying to perform tasks that depend on the appearance of an 
object, provable correctness is critical: The appearance of objects can drastically change 
depending on the observer’s viewpoint, making ad hoc mechanisms for controlling 
viewpoint unpredictable and incomplete. Furthermore, like many others (e.g., [ 1,3,7, 
36,451 ), we are interested in mechanisms that tightly couple sensing and action and 
allow real-time execution. This is because our purpose is to exploit the ability to quickly 
control viewpoint to achieve simple and real-time solutions for a given task, rather than 
rely on the availability of large amounts of computational power [ 51. 
Very little work has been published on the use of simple and efficient viewpoint- 
control mechanisms for reconstruction, exploration or recognition tasks. However, the 
few recent approaches taking advantage of such mechanisms demonstrate their impor- 
tance and generality. We showed in an earlier paper [ 321 that the shape recovery problem 
for smooth surfaces becomes considerably simplified if the observer uses a strategy to 
move to a special viewpoint which, for surfaces of revolution, corresponds to a side 
view. Wilkes and Tsotsos [44] illustrated how the ability to quickly change viewpoint 
can simplify object recognition in a world of Origami objects. Gross0 and Ballard [ 221 
are currently designing a head-eye system for efficiently controlling viewpoint. Recent 
work by Blake et al. [ 81 showed that shorter paths can be achieved in robotic navigation 
tasks if the shape of the obstacles is taken into account during navigation. 
Apart from the above approaches, viewpoint control for performing various tasks has 
been treated as a complex and computationally-intensive optimization problem (i.e., 
“where to look next”), where the best next viewpoint is searched for within the space of 
all possible viewpoints [ 13,21,23,40,41]. In the context of global surface reconstruc- 
tion, two main disadvantages of previous viewpoint-control mechanisms are that ( 1) a 
three-dimensional representation of the visible surfaces was obtained independently at 
each viewpoint [ 12,34,43] using range sensors, and (2) the question of how global 
surface geometry (e.g., self-occlusions) affects the correctness of their reconstruction 
algorithms was not considered. Currently no systems exist which, when presented with 
an object such as those in Fig. 8 (which have a relatively complicated geometry), can 
guarantee the construction of a model depicting the fact that the pipe’s two apparent 
concavities are actually connected to form a hole. 
The main contribution of this paper is to make precise how viewpoint should change 
with respect to an unknown object to achieve global reconstruction of the object’s sur- 
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face. The strategy we develop can therefore be used for constructing CAD models of 
objects whose geometry and appearance are not known beforehand. This is achieved by 
making explicit the interaction between the observer’s viewpoint controls, the object’s 
global shape, and its dynamic appearance. Unlike previous approaches where global re- 
construction is not guaranteed, we show that an active observer can use a visually-guided 
strategy for controlling viewpoint which, even though it depends on local and efficiently- 
computable information, guarantees global reconstruction of arbitrarily-shaped surfaces. 
Furthermore, the strategy allows the use of existing shape-from-occluding-contour tech- 
niques to simplify shape computations and, as we demonstrate experimentally, it is 
simple enough to be executed in real time. We believe that this is a major advance in 
applying active vision techniques to geometrically-complex environments. 
1.1. Overview of the approach 
We use the occluding contour to control viewpoint and to derive shape information. 
The occluding contour is the projection of the visible rim, the one-dimensional set of 
visible surface points at which the line of sight is tangent. It is well known that the 
occluding contour is a rich source of shape information [ 9,17,28,33,38]. Furthermore, 
recent results demonstrate that the occluding contour can be reliably detected in edge 
images [ 11,421, and that shape information (e.g., curvature) can be efficiently and 
accurately recovered from the occluding contour [ 8,111. 
An important property of the visible rim is that it depends on the viewpoint of the 
observer and the shape of the surface: Under continuous observer motion the visible 
rim “slides” over the surface and may change its connectivity, affecting the geometry 
and topology of the occluding contour [27-291 and revealing shape information for 
the parts of the surface over which the visible rim slides [ 11,16-18,24,3 1,39,42,46]. 
We exploit this property by formulating global surface reconstruction as the task of 
controlling the observer’s viewpoint so that the visible rim slides over the maximal 
connected and reconstructible surface regions intersecting the visible rim at the initial 
viewpoint. This formulation simplifies the analysis of the global reconstruction task, 
allowing us to separate the issue of viewpoint control from the issue of reconstructing 
the surface, i.e., processing the images produced during the observer’s motion. 
Our strategy for controlling viewpoint is developed in the context of three increas- 
ingly more general reconstruction tasks: The local surface reconstruction task, where 
viewpoint is controlled to reconstruct a region around a selected visible rim point; the 
incremental surface reconstruction task, where viewpoint is controlled to iteratively ex- 
pand the reconstructed regions on the surface; and the global sulfate reconstruction 
task, where all maximal reconstructible regions intersecting the visible rim at the initial 
viewpoint are reconstructed. 
The main difficulty in solving these three reconstruction tasks is that although the 
observer has some control over the motion of the visible rim over the surface, this 
control is not complete; the motion of the visible rim also depends on the shape of the 
surface itself. In addition, the visible rim’s topology can change, further complicating 
the reconstruction process. To illustrate these difficulties, consider the pipe shown in 
Fig. 1. In order to reconstruct the pipe, the observer must force the visible rim to slide 
(a) (h) (Cl Cd) (e) 
Fig. I. Difficulties in reconstructing the surface of a pipe. (a) The dark curve is also drawn on the interior 
surface of the pipe, as shown in (b)-(e). (b) Initial view of the pipe. (c)-(e) During upward viewpoint 
motion the visible rim curve sliding in the vicinity of the dark curve shrinks to a point and disappears. 
over all points along the dark curve drawn on its surface. When viewpoint (b) is the 
initial viewpoint, one way to proceed is to move upward, causing the visible rim to 
slide over the segment of the dark curve that is initially occluded. As viewpoint moves 
upward, however, the visible rim in the vicinity of the dark curve shrinks to a point and 
disappears (Fig. I (e) ), changing the topology of the visible rim and making any further 
upward motion ineffective. Viewpoint must now move in some other way in order to 
continue the reconstruction process. Similar difficulties occur due to geometrical changes 
in the visible rim (i.e., even when no topological changes occur). 
This simple example illustrates that a number of different motions are necessary to 
achieve global surface reconstruction. It is therefore necessary to ask what motions are 
needed, whether the whole surface is always reconstructed, and whether the reconstruc- 
tion process is guaranteed to terminate. These questions are precisely the reasons why 
provably-correct strategies for controlling viewpoint are important: Since the answers to 
these questions are not evident even for surfaces such as the pipe, such strategies are 
necessary if one hopes to use them for reconstructing the surfaces of real objects. 
To answer these questions we develop a strategy that takes into account how global 
surface geometry and viewpoint control affect the motion of the visible rim and its 
topological changes. One of the most important aspects of this strategy is that even 
though it takes into account the possible topological changes of the visible rim, it does 
root require such changes to be detected in an image. In fact, it only involves tracking 
image points across frames and measuring tangents to the occluding contour. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the geometry 
of the problem and defines the Epipolar Reconstructibility Constraints. These constraints 
describe under what conditions a surface region can be reconstructed and they form the 
basis of our analysis. Section 3 considers the local surface reconstruction task, first 
through a theoretical development of the required viewpoint controls (Sections 3.1 and 
3.2), and then by a description of their implementation (Section 3.3). The main result 
of this section is presented in Section 3.2, which discusses the local reconstruction task 
when topological changes occur on the visible rim. This leads to a characterization 
of the reconstructible surface regions, presented in Section 4. Section 5 shows how 
the viewpoint controls developed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 can be used to achieve the 
incremental surface reconstruction task. Section 6 then presents the main result of the 
paper, which is a strategy for global reconstruction of arbitrary smooth surfaces (Section 
6.2). Finally, Section 7 shows results of applying this strategy to reconstruct the pipe 
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Fig. 2. Viewing geometry. The projection, p occ, of a point p on the spherical image can he thought of either 
as a point on the unit sphere or as a unit vector in the direction of the ray passing through p and the point 
of observation, c. The visible rim and the occluding contour corresponding to the projection of a bean-shaped 
surface are shown (adapted from [ lo]). The occluding contour consists of a single curve whose endpoints 
are a T-junction and a cusp. For simplicity, we show the visible rim projected to a planar image perpendicular 
to /kc. 
in Fig. 1. Although Sections 3.3 and 7 are important for implementing the developed 
strategy and for visualizing its effects, these sections can be skipped on first reading 
without losing continuity. 
2. Local shape from occluding contour 
Let S be a smooth, generic * surface bounding a finite volume in R3. We assume 
S is viewed under spherical projection and that viewpoint moves on a motion sphere 
surrounding the surface. The visible rim of S at a viewpoint c is the set of visible surface 
points p for which the tangent plane, TP (S), contains the line segment connecting p and 
c. The occluding contour is the projection of the visible rim on the image. For almost 
all viewpoints, the visible rim is a collection of closed and open smooth curves whose 
endpoints project to cusps or T-junctions on the occluding contour [ 281 (see Fig. 2). 
The shape and topology of the visible rim and the occluding contour depend on S and 
the viewpoint.3 A suitable surface parameterization relating the shape of S, the visible 
’ Informally, generic surfaces exemplify the notion of non-degeneracy: They are surfaces whose topological 
and geometrical characteristics (e.g., parabolic curves, the Gauss map) am not affected by infinitesimal 
perturbations of the surface. Generic surfaces have been the subject of active research in singularity theory 
[ 251; their precise definition is rather technical and beyond the scope of this paper. Although in this paper 
we focus on the global reconstruction of generic surfaces, our results generalize directly to non-generic (e.g., 
algebraic) surfaces. 
s Viewpoint motion corresponds to either moving a camera with respect to a stationary object, or to rotating 
the object with respect to a stationary camera. In the following we use the terms “viewpoint” and “observer 
position” interchangeably. 
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Fig. 3. The epipolar parameterization. Curves x(s, to) and x(s, to + At) are curves on the visible rim of 
the surface corresponding to observer positions c( to) and c( 10 + At), respectively. The tangent to the curve 
x( .s(,, t) for t = tg is along the line through c(t()) and p. The curve’s normal is in the epipolarplane, defined 
by the direction of motion, v(t). and the line c( t(j)p, 
rim, and the occluding contour is the epipolar parumeterization [ 11,171. The epipolar 
parameterization captures the idea that under continuous viewpoint motion (and when 
the topology of the occluding contour does not change), the set of visible rim points 
consists of smooth curves that “slide” over the surface. This allows the non-concave parts 
of the surface to be considered as a collection of regions, each of which is a family 
of visible rim curves (Fig. 3). The epipolar parameterization was used in [ 11,181 to 
recover the fundamental forms of points in such regions from the occluding contour’s 
deformation during viewpoint motion. 
The crucial point in the definition of the epipolar parameterization is that it imposes 
four strong constraints on the ability to recover a region L7 around a visible rim point p: 
Epipolar Recorlsrructibility Constraints 
CO. A surface point p must be visible from some viewpoints on its tangent plane. 
Cl. p must not be the endpoint of a visible rim curve. This is because it is assumed 
that p is not on 17’s boundary. 
C2. If v(t) is the viewpoint’s velocity, T/I(S) must not contain v(t). This is because 
in that case point p remains on the visible rim. 
C3. The topology of the visible rim curve containing p must not change in the neigh- 
borhood of p under an infinitesimal viewpoint motion. Only a finite collection of curves 
on the surface cannot satisfy this constraint. These curves bound the surface points not 
satisfying constraint CO (Section 4). 
The Epipolar Reconstructibility Constraints show that the epipolar parameterization 
cannot be used to describe the surface in the neighborhood of every visible rim point. 
They also show that the surface region ll depends on how the visible rim curve x( s, to + 
At) slides over the surface when At varies continuously. The Epipolar Reconstructibility 
Constraints also characterize the reconstructible regions on the surface, i.e., they tell 
us what is the most we can expect from any viewpoint-control strategy that uses the 
occluding contour for reconstruction: 
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Reconstructible surface regions. The reconstructible regions are the maximal con- 
nected sets of points for which all the Epipolar Reconstructibility Constraints are simul- 
taneously satisfied. 
We will see that the reconstructible regions are bounded by points satisfying constraint 
CO but not constraint C3. Constraint C3 applies only to points belonging to visual event 
curves, discussed below. 
2.1. Visual event curves 
The topology of the occluding contour of a smooth surface is stable for almost all 
viewpoints. Results from singularity theory show that the space of viewpoints can be 
partitioned into a collection of maximal connected cells within which the occluding 
contour’s topology remains constant [ 28,371. Visual events occur when the viewpoint 
belongs to the boundaries of these cells. An infinitesimal perturbation of such a viewpoint 
results in changes in the occluding contour’s topology. A catalog of all visual events 
can be found in [37]. For generic surfaces, the visual events are associated with a 
collection of surface curves, called the visual event curves. 4 The visual event curves 
relevant to our analysis are ( 1) the parabolic surface curves r(s) , associated with 
beak-to-beak and lip events, such that the line segment r( s)c is along an asymptote 
at rr( s) for some viewpoint c, (2) the curves r(s), associated with triple-point events, 
such that r(s) c touches the surface at three distinct points for some viewpoint c, (3) 
the curves y(s), associated with tangent-crossing events, such that y(s) c touches the 
surface at two distinct points with identical tangent planes for some viewpoint c, and 
(4) the curves U(S), associated with cusp-crossing events, such that a( s)c touches the 
surface at two distinct points and is an asymptote at a(s) for some viewpoint c. The 
corresponding events are illustrated in Fig. 4. A subset of these visual event curves 
bounds the reconstructible regions. We characterize this subset in Section 4. 
3. Viewpoint control for local surface reconstruction 
In this section we consider the local surface reconstruction task: Suppose the observer 
is at position c, and let p be a visible rim point on the object’s surface that is identified 
by its projection, pocc, on the occluding contour. The task is to continuously control 
viewpoint, starting from point c, in order to recover the shape of the surface for all 
points in some neighborhood L! of p. We use two observations: 
l If p is the endpoint of a visible rim curve, the epipolar parameterization cannot 
describe the surface in the neighborhood of p. However, there are other viewpoints 
on p’s tangent plane at which p is not a visible rim endpoint, i.e., at which Epipolar 
Reconstructibility Constraint C 1 is satisfied. 
l The point p and the viewpoint may be such that the occluding contour’s topology 
changes in the neighborhood of p under an infinitesimal viewpoint perturbation. 
4 See [ 371 for details on the definition of these curves. 
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Fig. 4. Visual events for a transparent surface. Also shown are examples of how these events appear when 
the viewed surface is opaque. The Epipolar Reconstructibility Constraint C3 is not satisfied for the visible 
rim point p that projects to P and is farthest away from the observer’s position. (a) Local events. In a 
beak-to-beak event two occluding contour curves meet at a point and then split off, generating two cusped 
contours. In a lip event a cusped contour appears out of nowhere. (b) Multilocal events. In a triple-point 
event, points on three occluding contour segments project to a single point. Point p lies on a triple-point curve. 
In a tangent-crossing event two contours meet creating a pair of T-junctions. p belongs to a tangent-crossing 
curve. Finally, in a cusp-crossing event three occluding contour segments connected by two T-junctions split 
off with one of the segments ending with a cusp. p belongs to a cusp-crossing curve. 
For all points p except those lying on a subset of the visual event curves, we can 
satisfy Epipolar Reconstructibility Constraint C3 by moving to other viewpoints 
on p’s tangent plane at which the contour’s topology does not change in the 
neighborhood of p if these viewpoints are infinitesimally perturbed. 
Based on these observations, for any given viewpoint we distinguish four types of 
visible rim points: Ordinal points, which satisfy constraint C3 and are not endpoints 
of a visible rim curve; cusp points and T-junction points, which satisfy constraint C3 
and are visible rim endpoints projecting to a cusp and a T-junction on the occluding 
contour, respectively; and degenerate points, which are visible rim points not satisfying 
constraint C3. These four types of visible rim points are exhaustive and give rise to four 
instances of the local surface reconstruction task. 
To perform local surface reconstruction we use a basic viewpoint-control strategy to 
deal with the case where p is ordinary. The other three cases are treated by using three 
strategies, each corresponding to a particular type of visible rim point, that first change 
viewpoint to reach a viewpoint where p is ordinary, and then use the basic strategy 
in order to recover the shape of the surface in a neighborhood of that point. Three 
properties of these viewpoint controls should be pointed out that have very important 
practical implications. These properties will be demonstrated later in the paper. 
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l We will see in Section 6 that the strategies handling the cases of ordinary and 
degenerate visible rim points are sufficient for solving the global surface recon- 
struction task. This means that to achieve local reconstruction around an arbitrary 
visible rim point we do not have to determine whether that point is a cusp, T- 
junction, or degenerate point, and we do not have to detect topological changes 
of the occluding contour. This property is crucial since the problems of locating 
or identifying cusps or degenerate points and detecting visual events can be very 
difficult in real images. Because of the sufficiency of dealing with the cases of 
ordinary and degenerate points we only consider those two cases here. See [30] 
for the remaining cases. 
l The strategies used for the local reconstruction task require only local processing in 
the images. Section 3.3 briefly discusses the computations these strategies require 
and presents some results from their real-time implementation. 
l The strategies are presented here in the context of recovering shape for a (possibly 
arbitrarily-small) region around a selected visible rim point. However, the analysis 
in Section 6, which studies the global reconstruction task, shows that when these 
strategies are applied in conjunction with a special set of rules, the regions recon- 
structed on the object’s surface will not simply cover a small neighborhood of the 
selected point but will cover areas of the surface that are large enough to guar- 
antee global reconstruction. For example, to reconstruct the reconstructible regions 
of the curved pipe shown in Fig. 1 we only need to apply these strategies three 
times. 
3.1. Viewpoint control for reconstruction around ordinary points 
Under continuous viewpoint motion, the visible rim points are in a transitional vis- 
ibility state. Some points become occluded under an infinitesimal motion along the 
viewpoint’s path, and some remain visible but leave the visible rim. Hence, the task of 
forcing the visible rim to slide over a neighborhood of an ordinary visible rim point p 
requires ( 1) inducing the visibility of all points in a neighborhood of p that are occluded 
at the initial viewpoint, and (2) inducing the occlusion of all points in a neighborhood 
of p that are visible from the initial viewpoint. Intuitively, this is equivalent to the task 
of controlling viewpoint so that the visible rim curve containing p “slides” over all 
points in that neighborhood. 
Suppose viewpoint changes by tracing a smooth curve c(t) with c( to) = c, and let 
v(t) = c’(t) be the instantaneous direction of motion. Given a segment p(t) of the 
visible rim at viewpoint c(t), the epipolar parameterization allows us to define the 
segment p( t + at) of the visible rim at c( t + at> that corresponds to /3(t). Theorem 
1 shows that we can get a qualitative characterization of the motion of the visible rim 
over the surface by looking at the surface normal: 
Theorem 1 (Visibility transition dynamics). Suppose that n(q) is the surface normal 
at q and that the viewpoint is c(t). Zf j?:(t), . . . , P,‘( t) and p;(t), . . . , Pi (t> are 
the (open) smooth segments of the visible rim that contain ordinary points q satisfying 
n(q) . u(t) > 0 and n(q) . u(t) < 0, respectively, then 
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Fig. S. Reconstructing a region around an ordinary visible rim point on a torus. The leftmost image shows 
the edges detected in the initial view, rc. The small triangle in the middle of the torus points toward the 
direction of the line connecting the initial observer position and the center of the torus. The point selected 
is point p, shown in the rightmost figure, in which the torus is viewed from below. The point is selected by 
selecting its projection, pocc, on the occluding contour from the initial viewpoint, c( to), The figure shows the 
views of the surface as Step 3 of the Ordinary Region Reconstruction Strategy is applied. The tangent to the 
occluding contour at pCrc is horizontal and, hence, the projection of the surface normal at p in the image is 
a vertical line. Viewpoint changes vertically downward. B is the projection of the visible rim segment /3(to) 
that contains p. The endpoints of /3(r) are T-junction points. Since p(t) disappears during the viewpoint’s 
motion, after the application of Step 3 the region reconstructed on the surface is bounded by the curves traced 
by the endpoints of p( t) and by P(to) (i.e.. a triangle-like region). The region is shown as the lightly-shaded 
area on the rightmost figure. Step 4 completes the reconstruction process around p by reconstructing a region 
on the other side of /3( to) (shown as the darkly-shaded area on the rightmost figure) 
( 1) all points p: (t + at), i = I,. , II, are occluded from position c(t); 
(2) allpointsp,:(r+St), i= l....,m. are visiblefrompositionc(t); 
(3 1 d ordinary visible rim points satisjjing n(q) . v(t) = 0 will lie on the visible 
rim at c( t + ~3). 
When the viewpoint changes continuously along a smooth curve c(t), tsmt < 1 < tend, 
the visible rim segments will slide over the surface. If Pi(t) is the segment containing 
the selected point p, fi;( t) will trace a region IZ on the surface around p that can be 
described using the epipolar parameterization. The boundary of this region consists of the 
segments pi( t,txt), &( tend) contained in the visible rim at viewpoints c( t,(,t), c( tend), 
respectively, and the traces of the endpoints of /3i( t). The endpoints of pi(t) will either 
be points satisfying n(p) . v(t) = 0, or will be the endpoints of a visible rim curve. The 
following viewpoint-control strategy can now be used to reconstruct a region around p 
(Fig. 5): 
Ordinary Region Reconstruction Strategy. 
Step I. Select a point p on the visible rim that is not the endpoint of a visible rim 
curve. This selection is done indirectly by selecting p’s projection, poCC, on the occluding 
contour. Point poCC must not be the endpoint of an occluding contour curve. 
Step 2. Compute the surface normal at p. The normal is given by T A poCC, where T 
is the tangent to the occluding contour at poCC [ I 11. 
Step 3 (Reconstructing the occluded points near p). Select a direction vi for moving 
on the motion sphere that satisfies the inequality n(p) . 01 > 0. Change viewpoints 
along VI while continuously monitoring the deformation of the occluding contour curve 
that initially contains poCC. 
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Fig. 6. Reconstructing a region around a degenerate point p. A top view of the tangent plane of p is shown. 
Shaded regions correspond to the intersections of TP (S) with the object. In this example, p belongs to a visual 
event curve associated with a triple-point event: the line through p and the observer’s position, c, touches the 
surface at three points. (a) A small viewpoint change on Tp(S) makes p ordinary. (b) The geometry of the 
intersection TP (S) f? S forces p to become occluded when small viewpoint changes are performed. However, 
there are viewpoints on TP (S) at which p is ordinary. (c) The geometry of the intersection TP (S) n S forces 
p to be occluded at all viewpoints except c. 
Step 4 (Reconstructing the visible points near p). Move back to the initial viewpoint 
and reapply Step 3 by selecting another direction of motion u2 that satisfies the inequality 
n(p) . v:! < 0. 
Two components of the above strategy are purposely left unspecified. First, the choice 
of directions vi and u2 in Steps 3 and 4 is required to satisfy a particular inequality, 
but no exact value is given. Second, no condition is specified for terminating the view- 
point motion in these two steps. In Section 6, where we consider the global surface 
reconstruction task, we show that when applying the Ordinary Region Reconstruction 
Strategy the viewpoint must be controlled according to rules that “ground” these steps, 
and force viewpoint to move on the normal plane at p containing the viewing ray 
through p. 
3.2. Viewpoint control for reconstruction around degenerate points 
Suppose that the viewpoint moves along a curve c(t), and that the topology of the 
visible rim changes in the vicinity of the visible rim point p at viewpoint c = c( to). To 
reconstruct a region around p we first move to a viewpoint on Tp (S) at which p is an 
ordinary point. This motion ensures that during the application of the Ordinary Region 
Reconstruction Strategy at the new viewpoint, all topological changes on the visible rim 
near p will be “delayed” until after a region around p is reconstructed. An important 
aspect of the analysis below is that this can be accomplished without answering the 
question of which topological changes might occur, and without detecting any such 
changes. 
As discussed in Section 2.1, topological changes of the visible rim occur only when 
the line connecting c and p has a high-order contact with the surface or when it 
contacts the surface at multiple points. If viewpoint is infinitesimally perturbed to a 
new viewpoint, c’, on Tp ( S), the line connecting c’ and p will either have lower-order 
contact with the surface or will touch the surface at fewer points. Hence, if p is visible 
from the new viewpoint, p will become an ordinary visible rim point (Fig. 6(a)). 
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Fig. 7. Reconstructing a region around a degenerate point on the torus. 7bp row: Viewpoint moves downward 
until the visible rim segment pointed by the triangle shrinks to a point p and disappears. The tangent plane at 
/, is horizontal and perpendicular to the plane of the page. The visual event corresponding to the disappearance 
of that segment is a tangent-crossing event. Due to this event. the surface in the neighborhood of p cannot 
be reconstructed by performing a small viewpoint change. &~/torn m-v: Moving on Tt,(S) in order to make 
/J ordinary. The black horizontal line is the projection of T,,(S) in the image. A clockwise viewpoint change 
is performed on T,,(S) until an ordinary visible rim point with tangent plane identical to T,(S) is detected. 
After performing a 180’ rotation, such a visible rim point is found; in this case the point is p. We can now 
use the Ordinary Region Reconstruction Strategy to reconstruct a surface region around p. 
Unfortunately, p may no longer be visible (Fig. 6(b)). In this case, in order to make 
p ordinary the viewpoint must move to distant viewpoints on 7”(S) from which p 
is visible. We therefore need to specify how the viewpoint should move and when to 
stop. 
The first question can be answered by moving either clockwise or counterclockwise 
on a circle in T,,(S) around p. The direction of motion on this circle is not important. 
Viewpoint motion should stop when p becomes ordinary. It is easy to see that if there 
is an open arc of viewpoints on the viewpoint’s motion circle from which p is visible, 
any viewpoint on that arc guarantees that p is an ordinary visible rim point at that 
viewpoint. To completely specify the viewpoint’s motion, it remains to give a way of 
detecting when p becomes visible again. One approach is to first determine the three- 
dimensional coordinates of p, and then continuously check if any visible rim point 
with tangent plane coincident to T,,(S) has those coordinates. Alternatively, to avoid 
dependence on such coordinate information we observe that the occluding contour must 
be tangent to the projection of T,,(S) at p’s projection. This leads to the following 
viewpoint-control strategy for reconstructing the surface around p (Fig. 7): 
Degenerate Region Reconstruction Strategy. 
Stq I. Let p( fu - &) be the visible rim point at position c( to - &) that is matched 
to p by the epipolar parameterization. Compute the tangent plane at p as the limit 
lima,-0 T,,(,,,-s~)(~. 
Step 2. Perform a small counterclockwise motion on T,,(S). If p remains visible, set 
q = p and continue with Step 5. Otherwise, return to the initial viewpoint, c. 
Step 3. Perform a small clockwise motion on T,,(S). If p remains visible, set q = p 
and continue with Step 5. Otherwise, return to c. 
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Step 4. Move clockwise on a circle around p on TP (S) until either c is reached again 
or there is an ordinary visible rim point 4 whose tangent plane coincides with TP (S) . 
Step 5. If the initial viewpoint is reached, stop. Otherwise, apply the Ordinary 
Region Reconstruction Strategy to reconstruct a region around q, and continue with 
Step 4. 
With the above strategy, local reconstruction is not achieved for p if and only if p is 
occluded from all but a finite set of viewpoints on its tangent plane. Such points never 
become ordinary during the viewpoint motion on TP (S) (Fig. 6(c)). This is not the 
fault of the Degenerate Region Reconstruction Strategy, however; in this case Epipolar 
Reconstructibility Constraint C3 cannot be satisfied because there are no motions that 
force the visible rim to slide over a neighborhood of such a point. 
3.3. Tracking points during planar viewpoint control 
In this section we characterize what must be computed from the images in order to 
implement the two Region Reconstruction Strategies. The key here is that these strategies 
were designed to require local and efficient processing of each image, and to depend on 
very little surface shape information (i.e., only the direction of the surface normal at a 
single point). 
There are four computational components required for processing the images acquired 
when applying the Region Reconstruction Strategies: (1) Computing the surface normal 
at the selected visible rim point p (Step 1 of the Region Reconstruction Strategies), 
(2) tracking p as viewpoint changes on TP (S) (Steps 2 and 3 of the Degenerate Region 
Reconstruction Strategy), (3) detecting when p becomes occluded during motion on 
T,,(S) (Steps 2 and 3 of the Degenerate Region Reconstruction Strategy), and (4) 
detecting when a point tangent to TP (S) becomes visible during motion on T,,(S) 
(Step 4 of the Degenerate Region Reconstruction Strategy). Clearly, apart from the first 
problem, the remaining problems are impossible to solve on a featureless surface when 
viewpoint is controlled in an arbitrary fashion. However, they become particularly easy 
to solve in our case precisely because we control viewpoint on the tangent plane of the 
point being tracked. 
First consider the problem of tracking a visible rim point p while changing viewpoint 
on T,, ( S) . Suppose for the sake of specificity that TP ( S) , the optical axis, and the image 
rows are all horizontal. The occluding contour at p will then be tangent to a row in the 
image. When viewpoint is controlled on TP (S), p projects to the occluding contour as 
long as it remains visible. So, to track p we need to know which occluding contour point 
corresponds to p when the viewpoint is changed. This is given to us by the geometry 
of moving on TP (S) : Since the viewpoint remains on TP (S) , the occluding contour at 
p’s projection must always be tangent to the same row in the image. This leads to the 
following procedure: 
Tangent Point ‘hacking Procedure. Let I be the row tangent to p’s projection. To 
track p, match p’s projection in the previous frame to the point in the current frame 
that is tangent to I and is closest to p’s previous projection. 
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In practice, to perform tracking we use live steps: ( 1) Center a small window W on 
row 1 and on the column of p’s previous projection, (2) apply a Canny edge detector 
to W, (3) discard all edge pixels whose detected orientation differs by more than an 
angle 19 from l’s orientation, (4) perform hysteresis thresholding on the remaining edge 
pixels, and (5) track the edge pixel closest to p’s previous projection. 
Occlusion of the tracked point is detected when tracking fails. To detect when a 
point tangent to Tp (S) becomes visible after p’s occlusion, we process the window W 
in a manner identical to the way we track p, looking for edge pixels that are close 
to row 1. Since processing is only performed within W, however, we need to know 
where to position this window along 1. One approach would be to estimate where p 
would project if it were visible. However, to do this we either need to know p’s 3D 
coordinates, or we need to track other rigidly-moving points [ 351. Instead, we used a 
simpler approach: When p becomes occluded we simply shift W along 1 by the window 
width at each successive frame. This reduces the effective frame rate for detecting p’s 
reappearance, which we compensate for by reducing the speed by which the viewpoint 
is moved on T,,(S) during this disocclusion detection process. The benefit is that neither 
3D information nor tracking of additional points is needed. 
In our experiments, the above point tracking, occlusion detection, and discocclusion 
detection techniques proved very effective (Fig. 8). However, the problem of tracking 
a surface point while moving on its tangent plane is an important one and it deserves 
a more detailed analysis (e.g., along the lines of [ 141). Additional efficiency gains (as 
well as the ability to deal with larger image motions) can also be obtained using a 
Kalman filter approach to perform edge tracking [ 61. 
4. The reconstructible surface regions 
The analysis of the local surface reconstruction task gives us a way to characterize the 
reconstructible regions on the surface by characterizing their boundaries. In particular, 
the strategies described in Section 3 allow us to reconstruct a surface region around 
all surface points except for ( 1) points that are never visible from viewpoints on 
their tangent plane, and (2) points on visual event curves that are visible from only 
a finite number of viewpoints on their tangent plane. For these points, there is no 
viewpoint motion that will force the visible rim to slide over their neighborhoods. This 
leads directly to the following characterization of the reconstructible regions on the 
surface: 
Reconstructible surface regions. The reconstructible regions are the maximal con- 
nected sets of points that are visible from an open set of viewpoints on their tangent 
plane. 
Unless the surface is entirely reconstructible, each connected reconstructible surface 
region R forms an open set on the surface with a well-defined boundary. This boundary 
contains the segments of visual event curves whose points are visible only from a finite 
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Fig. 8. Real-time point tracking and occlusion/disocclusion detection for two objects mounted on a pan-tilt 
unit. (a) and (d) Initial view of the object, The window window W is centered on the point p to be tracked, 
Tp( S) is horizontal. Efficiency is achieved by keeping W’s size small: With a total image size of 640x512 
pixels, tracking and occlusion/disocclusion detection were successfully performed with window sizes less than 
20x20, rotational speeds of up to 40 degrees/second, and no dedicated image processing hardware. (b) and 
(e) View of the object when p’s occlusion is detected during counter-clockwise object rotation. (c) and (f) 
View of the object when p’s occlusion is detected during clockwise object rotation. (g) Another view of 
the object in (c) during counter-clockwise object rotation. This view was obtained after p’s occlusion was 
detected in (e) but before any point disocclusions on Tp (S) were detected. (h) View of the object when 
disocclusion is detected for a point tangent to Tt,( S) This view corresponds to viewing the pipe’s interior 
from a direction opposite the one in (d). (i) L&r: Magnification of the window in (d). The cross is centered 
on the point to be tracked. Right: Output of window processing after Canny edge detection (c = 4) and 
orientation thresholding (0 = rr/20), and before magnitude thresholding (we found that the tracking process 
is relatively insensitive to the choice of thresholds, which were left unchanged for all experiments) (j) Same 
as in (i) for the window in (h). 
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Fig. 9. The visibility arcs of a point p. A top view of Tp(.S) is shown. Shaded areas denote intersections 
of TtI (S) with the object. (a)-(c) Approaching a visual event curve 7 associated with a triple-point event. 
Point p has two visibility arcs. As p approaches 7, one of the visibility arcs of p degenerates to a point. 
In this case, the point p in (c) belongs to 7, but is not contained in a reconstructible region boundary; the 
neighborhood around p can be reconstructed by moving to a viewpoint in the remaining visibility arc of p. 
(d)-(f) Approaching a visual event curve 7 associated with a triple-point event. Point p now has one visibility 
arc. As p approaches 7, p’s visibility arc degenerates to a point. In this case, p asymptotically approaches a 
reconstructible region boundary. 
number of viewpoints on their tangent plane.’ By checking which visual event curves 
can contain such segments, it is easy to show the following: 
Theorem 2 (Reconstructible region boundaries). A point p is on the boundary of a 
reconstructible suface region if and only if it belongs to either 
l u parabolic curve bounding a sur$ace concavity, 
l CI curve r(t) associated with a triple-point event, 
l N c‘un’e y(t) associated with a tangent-crossing event, or 
l CL curve CT(~) associated Mith LI cusp-crossing event, 
und is visible from only n finite number of viewpoints on its tangent plane. 
An intuitive description of Theorem 2 can be given as follows. To each point p in a 
reconstructible surface region we can associate a collection of visibility arcs. These arcs 
are simply the open and connected one-dimensional sets of viewpoints on p’s tangent 
plane from which p is visible (Fig. 9). When p asymptotically approaches one of the 
above visual event curves, the length of at least one of its visibility arcs decreases, 
diminishing to zero (Fig. 9(a)-(c)); this can only happen for the visual event curves 
listed above. Now, if the lengths of all visibility arcs of p diminish to zero, the visual 
event curve approached by p belongs to the boundary of a reconstructible region (Fig. 
9(d)-(f) ). 
s To keep things simple, we slightly abuse terminology here: These segments comprise the set of limif points 
of R; in addition to R’s boundary, this set may contain one-dimensional “spines” that protrude from R’s 
boundary. 
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Fig. 10. Reconstructible regions for the pipe surface of Figs. 1 and S(d). The surface has one reconstructible 
region, which is the union of the convex and hyperbolic areas of the pipe, and one unreconstructible region 
(shown in gray), corresponding to the pipe’s upper interior surface, which is concave. 
The visual event curves listed in Theorem 2 are therefore potential boundaries of a 
reconstructible surface region. They bound such regions only if they contain points with 
no visibility arcs 6 (Fig. 10). 
5. Viewpoint control for incremental surface reconstruction 
The goal of the global surface reconstruction task is to reconstruct the reconstructible 
surface regions that intersect the visible rim at the initial viewpoint. To achieve this, we 
incrementally “grow” the regions initially reconstructed on the surface by answering two 
questions: (1) How can we force points on the boundary of the already-reconstructed 
regions to lie on the visible rim, and (2) how can we control viewpoint so that new 
regions around those points can be recovered? 
The first question can be answered by considering the fact that the boundaries of the 
already-reconstructed regions were points on the visible rim from previous viewpoints. 
Hence, it suffices to move back to the viewpoint where a given boundary point belongs 
to the visible rim. This can be achieved by saving, along with each occluding contour 
image, the viewpoint corresponding to that image during the application of the Ordinary 
Region Reconstruction Strategy. Since there is a correspondence between the points on 
the reconstructed region boundaries and the images they project to, this information is 
sufficient to move to the viewpoint where a particular boundary point was on the visible 
rim. Furthermore, since any region boundary point in a reconstructible surface region 
can be forced to become a visible rim point, and the strategies developed in Section 
3 can be used to reconstruct a surface region around any visible rim point for which 
this is possible, the second question is easily answered by using the strategies already 
presented. These considerations lead to the following strategy: 
6 Theorem 2 shows that not all types of visible rim curves can bound a reconstructible region: Flecnodal 
curves 128 1 cannot bound a reconstructible region since they always consist of hyperbolic points with two 
non-degenerate visibility arcs. 
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Incremental Surface Reconstruction Strategy. 
Step P If there extsts a portion of the surface that has not been reconstructed, select a 
potnt p on its boundary and let c be the viewpoint at which p projected to the occluding 
contour. Move to 0 
Step 2. Use the strategy approprtate for locat surface reconstruction around p, and 
continue with Step 1. 
The specific algorithm for selecting the points p on the boundary of the already- 
reconstructed regions is not important for guaranteeing their successive expansion. How- 
ever, to achieve global reconstruction we must obey an additional rule when doing this 
selection; this rule is discussed in Section 6. 
6. Global surface reconstruction 
What kinds 01 strategtes are needed to accomplish global surface reconstruction? In 
Section 1 we motivated the need for strategies for which ( 1) the reconstruction process 
does not terminate (i.e., at least one of the component strategies is applied an infinite 
number of times) if and only if there is no finite-length viewpoint path that accomplishes 
global surface reconstruction @rite termination), and (2) if the reconstruction process 
terminates, the reconstructed points must be the union of the reconstructible regions 
intersecting the visible rim at the initial viewpoint, and if it does not terminate the 
reconstructed points must asymptotically approach that set (completeness). 
In this section we show tbat global surface reconstruction can be achieved by using 
the Incremental Surface Reconstruction Strategy while obeying a number of simple rules 
that constrain how that strategy is applied. The idea behind these rules is simple: Their 
goal IS to constrain the viewpoint controls during each iteration of the Incremental 
Surface Reconstruction Strategy so that all four Epipolar Reconstructibility Constraints 
are satisfied for as long as possible during the viewpoint’s motion, and for as large a 
region on the surface as possible. It is a basic result of our analysis that this approach 
guarantees global surface reconstruction. 
Motivated by our characterization of the reconstructible regions and the examples in 
Figs. 1 and 11, we develop these rules by considering the following three increasingly 
more general tasks. 
l Semi-global curve reconstruction tusk. Suppose a curve IS drawn on the surface so 
that it intersects the visible rim at the initial viewpoint (Fig. I1 (a)). This task is to 
reconstruct the segments of this curve that are connected, reconstructible, intersect 
the vtsible rim at the mitia? viewpoint, and terminate on a visual event curve that 
potentially bounds a reconstructible surface region, as in Figs. 9(c) and 9(f). 
l Global curve reconstruction task. Suppose a curve is drawn on the surface so that 
it intersects the visible rim at the initial viewpoint. This task is to reconstruct 
the segments of this curve that are connected, reconstructible, intersect the visible 
rim at the initial viewpoint, and terminate on the boundary of a reconstructible 
region. 
l Global sueace reconstruction task. Global surface reconstruction is a generalization 
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Fig. II. Difficulties involved in globally reconstructing a dimple-shaped surface. In the nth iteration of the 
Incremental Surface Reconstruction Strategy the viewpoint is moving upward in order to reconstruct points 
in the neighborhood of point a(t;) on Q, which lies on the visible rim. The visible rim eventually slides to 
the right, making the viewpoint’s upward motion ineffective for reconstructing the surface in the vicinity of 
4.q). 
of the global curve reconstruction task in the following sense. It is equivalent to 
reconstructing for every surface curve that intersects the visible rim at the initial 
viewpoint, a connected, reconstructible segment terminating on the boundary of a 
reconstructible region. 
By obeying the rules we develop in this section, we “ground” the steps in the Incre- 
mental Surface Reconstruction Strategy and the Region Reconstruction Strategies that 
we left unspecified in Sections 3 and 5. In the following we keep our analysis at a fairly 
intuitive level, working through specific examples to motivate the rules. Further insight 
into the theorems, an analysis of the global curve reconstruction task, and formal proofs 
of correctness can be found in [ 301. 
6.1. Semi-global curve reconstruction 
Recall that during the application of the Incremental Surface Reconstruction Strategy 
we select a point p on the boundary of the already-reconstructed regions and then 
control viewpoint to reconstruct a new region around p. To achieve semi-global curve 
reconstruction, the length of the curve segment reconstructed at each iteration must 
diminish if and only if it asymptotically approaches a visual event curve potentially 
bounding a reconstructible surface region. The following theorem gives the three rules 
that must be obeyed in order to accomplish the semi-global curve reconstruction task. 
Theorem 3 (Semi-global curve reconstruction rules). Let a be a finite-length curve 
drawn on the surface. If a intersects the visual event curves at most a finite number 
of times, and the following three rules are obeyed, the semi-global curve reconstruction 
task will be accomplished. 
Rule 1. When choosing the point p on which to apply the Region Reconstruction 
Strategies, always select a point of intersection of a with the visible rim. 
Rule 2. Always apply the Ordinary Region Reconstruction Strategy after$rst moving to 
a viewpoint c corresponding to the middle of a visibility arc of p. 
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Fig. 13. Geometry of the reconstruction of a segment of carve u in Fig. i 1. Viewpoints c(t’;) and c( t;) 
correspond to Figs. I I (a) and (c). respectively. The tangent plane and Dupin’s indicatrix of points a(?,‘) and 
CU( ty) is also shown. 
Rule 3. When upplying the Ordinary Region Reconstruction Strategy to reconstruct 
u region around p starting from an initial viewpoint c, move around the surface on 
the normal plane at p and stop only after the endpoint of the segment of LY being 
reconstructed coincides with a cusp, T-junction or degenerate visible rim point, or c is 
reached again. 
Rules I and 3 are obvious. For example, consider the semi-global curve reconstruction 
task for the surface in Fig. I I (a). The nth iteration of the Incremental Surface Recon- 
struction Strategy requires selecting a point on the visible rim in order to reconstruct a 
region in its neighborhood. Rule I simply states that the point selected should be a( t;). 
This rule ensures that a segment around cu( t’,‘) will be reconstructed even when that 
point is a degenerate visible rim point. Now suppose the viewpoint starts moving in an 
upward direction according to the Ordinary Region Reconstruction Strategy in order to 
reconstruct a region around cu( t7). Rule 3 states that the viewpoint should move upward 
at least until the cusp endpoint of the visible rim coincides with the dark curve at a( tl;), 
as shown in Fig. 1 I (c). Clearly, there is no reason for continuing to move upward after 
that point since reconstruction of a larger piece of the dark curve around that point 
will not occur. By constraining motion on a normal plane it also ensures that Epipolar 
Reconstructibility Constraint C2 will be satisfied for as many points as possible in the 
neighborhood of the selected point after a small viewpoint motion. 
The utility of Rule 2 is not as obvious, although it is crucial for achieving the 
semi-global curve reconstruction task because it constrains the long-range effect of 
the viewpoint’s motion on the set of reconstructed surface points. Intuitively, Rule 2, 
together with Rule 3, ensures that Epipolar Reconstructibility Constraints Cl and C3 
are satisfied for as long as possible during the upward motion of the viewpoint. To 
see how this is achieved in the semi-global reconstruction of LY, suppose the viewpoints 
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corresponding to Figs. 11 (a)-(c) are c( t;), c( t!j) and c( t;), respectively, and the line 
through c(t) and (w(t) is l(t) . To achieve semi-global curve reconstruction, the length of 
the segment between cr( t;) and cu( ti> must diminish if and only if a( tl) asymptotically 
approaches a visual event curve that potentially bounds a reconstructible surface region, 
Now consider Fig. 12. Since a( t$) is a cusp point, the line 1( ti) is along an asymptote 
at a( t;) . Therefore, if J/(t) is the angle between 1(t) and the corresponding asymptote 
at a(t), we can conclude that a necessary and sufficient condition for the curve point 
a( t’;) to become a cusp visible rim point is that +(t) goes to zero as t approaches t;. 
Clearly, if $(tl) is large, the length of the segment between a($) and a($) will 
also be large. It is therefore necessary to require $( t;) to be large. But how large can 
we make $( t; )? If @( ty ) is too large, the line l( t;) may approach the other asymptote 
at a( t’,‘); the best we can do is to ensure that c( t;) is in the middle of the visibility 
arc, which in this case is bounded by the two asymptotes at a( tl>. At that viewpoint, 
9 (t; ) will form equal angles with both asymptotes at U( tl ). 
Obeying Rule 2 is quite easy: We determine the extent of the visibility arc containing 
c( t?), and then move to the middle of that arc. To measure the extent of the visibility 
arc, we can simply move on T,(,;) (S) first in a clockwise and then in a counterclockwise 
direction, stopping when a cusp or T-junction is formed at the projection of cu( ty > . Fig. 
13 shows results from a real-time implementation of this rule. 
By following the above rules, semi-global curve reconstruction is accomplished: The 
distance between (Y( tl) and a( t’;) will diminish if and only if the visibility arc at u( t?) 
degenerates to a point. This occurs only when (u( t?) approaches one of the visual event 
curves listed in Theorem 2. 
6.2. Global sulfate reconstruction 
In the global surface reconstruction task the observer must reconstruct not only points 
lying on a single curve drawn on the surface that intersects the visible rim at the 
initial viewpoint, but must also reconstruct points lying on every such curve that can 
be drawn on the surface. The following theorem shows how this task can be performed 
using the Incremental Reconstruction Strategy and the Ordinary and Degenerate Region 
Reconstruction Strategies (Fig. 14) : 
Theorem 4 (Global surface reconstruction rules). If the following four rules are obey- 
ed, the observer will provably petiorm the global sulfate reconstruction task. 
Rule 1. Always choose the point p on which to apply the Region Reconstruction Strate- 
gies so that the boundary of the already-reconstructed suflace region expands uniformly. 
Rule 2. Always apply the Ordinary Region Reconstruction Strategy afterfirst moving to 
a viewpoint c corresponding to the middle of a visibility arc of p. 
Rule 3. When applying the Ordinary Region Reconstruction Strategy starting from an 
initial viewpoint c, move on a great circle around the sulface and stop only if c is 
reached again or the visible rim segment initially containing p (and all visible rim 
segments splitting from or merging with it) disappears. 
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Fig. 13. Implementing the viewpoint-control strategies required for global reconstruction. (a)-(d) Moving to 
the middle of the visibility arc for a point on a pipe (Rule 2). The point is at the center of the white square. 
(a) Initial view. (b) Moving to one of the visibility arc’s endpoints. This view was automatically obtained 
using a pan-tilt unit and a real-time implementation of the tracking techniques described in Section 3.3. Object 
rotations were performed at speeds of 40 degrees/second. The arc endpoints are reached when tracking fails. 
(c) Moving to the other visibility arc endpoint. The view was again automatically obtained, as in (b). (d) 
Moving to the middle of the point’s visibility arc. The pan position corresponding to this view was obtained 
from the pan positions corresponding to the arc’s boundaries, (e)-(g) Changing viewpoint on the normal 
plane of the selected point (Rule 3). (h)-(k) Finding the middle of the visibility arc of a point on a different 
object. (h) Initial view. (i) View corresponding to one of the arc’s endpoints. (j) View corresponding to the 
other arc endpoint, (k) View corresponding to the middle of the point’s visibility arc. 
Rule 4. To reconstruct a region around p, apply the Degenerate Region Reconstruction 
Strategy independentl? of whether p is ordinay, cusp, T-junction, or degenerate. 
Rule 2 is identical to the one used in Theorem 3 treating the semi-global curve 
reconstruction task. Rule 3 is a generalization of the corresponding rule in Theorem 
3 in the following sense. When performing the semi-global curve reconstruction task, 
as in the example in Figs. 1 1 (a)-(c), the observer was required to stop only after 
an endpoint of the visible rim “slid over” the curve drawn on the surface. In the 
global surface reconstruction task, the same rule must hold for every curve initially 
intersecting the visible rim that we can draw on the surface. This would require moving 
upward until the visible rim segment in Fig. 11 (a) containing a(t;) disappears (or, 
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Incremental Surface Reconstruction Strategy 
Rules that must be obeyed 
Rule 1: Select points uniformly on the 
boundary of the reconstructed region 
Rule 4: Always apply the Degenerate 
Region Reconstruction Strategy 
independently of tbe type of p 
Degenerate Region Reconstruction Strategy 
Rule that must be obeyed 
Rule 2: Always move to the middle of a visibility arc 
Ordinary Region Reconstruction Strategy 
Rule that must be obeyed 
Rule 3: Move on a great circle around the surface 
and stop when either the initial position is 
reached again, or the visible rim segment 
initially containing p (and all segments 
splitting from it or merging with it) disappear 
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Fig. 14. Strategies used to accomplish global surface reconstruction. Also shown are the rules that must be 
obeyed when each of the strategies are applied. 
equivalently, the two segments in Fig. 11 (c) disappear), or until the initial viewpoint is 
reached. 
The key to solving the global surface reconstruction task is Rule 4. Rule 4 requires 
the observer to reconstruct several regions around the selected point p, by moving 
to the middle of all the visibility arcs of p and then applying the Ordinary Region 
Reconstruction Strategy starting at each one of those viewpoints. By obeying this rule, 
the area of the reconstructed region diminishes only if all visibility arcs at p diminish. 
Since this occurs only when p approaches a reconstructible region boundary, global 
surface reconstruction is guaranteed. Enforcing Rule 4 implies that the reconstruction 
process is simplified: The Ordinary Region Reconstruction Strategy and the Degenerate 
Region Reconstruction Strategy are sufficient to perform global surface reconstruction 
(Fig. 14). 
Rule 1 is also a generalization of the corresponding rule used for semi-global curve 
reconstruction. It requires reconstruction of a region in the neighborhood of every curve 
that can be drawn on the surface, intersects the visible rim at the initial viewpoint, and 
intersects the boundary of the reconstructed points after a finite number of iterations 
of the Incremental Surface Reconstruction Strategy. This rule is necessary because if 
the reconstruction process does not terminate and the reconstructed region is expanded 
in only one direction, some pieces of the boundary of the already-reconstructed points 
will never approach the boundary of a reconstructible region. See [30] for more de- 
tails. 
By obeying Rules 1-4, the observer guarantees global surface reconstruction. The 
Incremental Reconstruction Strategy terminates after a finite number of steps precisely 
when the whole surface is reconstructible. Otherwise, the set of points reconstructed 
converges to the reconstructible surface regions intersecting the visible rim at the initial 
viewpoint. Furthermore, in this case, no strategy can achieve global surface recon- 
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struction in a finite number of steps: When the visible rim touches the boundary of 
a reconstructible region, it touches it at exactly one point, making it impossible to 
reconstruct the surface in every neighborhood of such a curve in a finite number of 
steps. 
7. An example: reconstructing a curved pipe 
In order to study the viewpoint-control strategies we have defined, we implemented 
a system that allows us to visualize ( I) the motions generated during an object’s 
global reconstruction, and (2) the surface regions reconstructed during those motions. 
The input to the system consists of a polyhedral representation of the object (typical 
sizes are 40,000 polygons), an initial viewpoint, and a point on the object’s visible 
rim at the initial viewpoint. Given this input, the system automatically generates the 
motions prescribed by the Incremental Surface Reconstruction Strategy and Region 
Reconstruction Strategies in order to incrementally reconstruct regions on the object’s 
surface. The simulator also marks the parts of the surface over which the visible rim 
slides during the generated motions (i.e., it marks the portions of the object that would 
be reconstructed due to these motions). At each viewpoint, the object’s visible rim 
and its occluding contour are computed using efficient ray-tracing techniques7 [ 151. 
Below, we briefly present results of using this system to simulate the reconstruction 
of the surface of the curved pipe shown in Fig. 1. These results can be evaluated in 
three ways: ( 1) The surface regions reconstructed, (2) the number of times the Region 
Reconstruction Strategies were applied to complete the reconstruction process, and (3) 
the generated motions. The next three subsections consider each of these issues. 
7.1. Reconstructed regions 
The global geometry of the curved pipe is shown in Fig. 10. Its surface has only 
one reconstructible and one unreconstructible region. These regions are bounded by 
the two parabolic curves on the pipe’s interior surface. In our simulation, the motions 
generated by the Region Reconstruction Strategies resulted in complete reconstruction 
of the pipe’s exterior surface. The reconstructed portions of the pipe’s interior surface 
(i.e., the surface of the hole) are shown in Fig. 15(a). The figure shows that this part of 
the reconstructed region closely approximates the hyperbolic region of the pipe’s interior 
surface. In particular, the boundaries of the reconstructed region are close to the two 
parabolic curves bounding the pipe’s reconstructible region. 
7.2. Number of applications of the Region Reconstruction Strategies 
Even though the convergence property of the strategy we use for global surface 
reconstruction ensures that the regions incrementally grown on the object’s surface 
will eventually approach an object’s reconstructible region, no bounds are given on the 
’ Frames are typically generated at a rate of I frame/second. 
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Fig. 15. (a) Two views of the region reconstructed on the pipe’s interior surface. (b) TWO views of the path 
traced by the moving viewpoint. Also shown is the surface of the pipe. 
number of times they might need to be applied to get good approximations to an object’s 
reconstructible region. One of the most important observations that can be made from 
our simulations is that the number of applications needed for objects such as the curved 
pipe is small. For the curved pipe, only three applications of the Degenerate Region 
Reconstruction Strategy were sufficient to reconstruct the object’s entire exterior surface 
and to get a good approximation to the object’s reconstructible interior. 
This result emphasizes an important property of the Region Reconstruction Strategies 
when they are applied in conjunction with Rules l-4 of Theorem 4: Even though the 
motions generated by these strategies can be performed using only local computations in 
the image (e.g., tracking a single point while moving on its tangent plane), the regions 
reconstructed due to these motions can cover large areas of the surface. 
7.3. Generated motion 
Fig. 15(b) shows the path traced by the moving viewpoint during the reconstruction 
process. This path is a connected set of arcs contained in the viewpoint’s motion sphere. 
The path was produced by applying the Degenerate Region Reconstruction Strategy at 
three points on the pipe’s surface. Fig. 16 shows a sequence of snapshots taken from a 
real-time animation of the reconstruction process for the pipe.8 The yellow curves on 
the pipe’s surface correspond to the visible rim. The visible rim point selected at each 
iteration of the Incremental Surface Reconstruction Strategy is indicated by a red arrow, 
pointing in the direction of the point’s surface normal. The pipe’s surface is rendered in 
two colors, indicating the unreconstructed (ivory) and reconstructed (green) regions of 
the surface. The reconstructed regions expand as the visible rim slides over the surface 
due to the viewpoint’s motion. 
As prescribed by the Incremental Surface Reconstruction Strategy and the Region 
Reconstruction Strategies, the generated motions involve ( 1) motion on the tangent 
plane of the selected visible rim point, (2) motion on a normal plane at a selected 
point, and (3) motion to a previous position on the traced path in order to force a point 
on the boundary of a reconstructed region to become a visible rim point. Below is a 
brief explanation of these motions for the two visible rim points used for the pipe: 
s Due to lack of space, the application of the Degenerate Region Reconstruction Strategy for the first two of 
the three points is shown. The complete sequence can be found in [ 301. 
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Point 1. Point 1 is on the visible rim at the initial viewpoint and was given as 
input to the system. The first motion performed involves motion on the point’s 
tangent plane in order to determine the extent of the point’s visibility arc. Since 
the point is on the object’s convex hull it is visible from every viewpoint on its 
tangent plane, causing Point 1 to be circumnavigated during this step. After the 
point’s circumnavigation, a motion on the point’s normal plane is performed. In this 
phase a number of “shortcuts” that reduce the amount of motion can be used. In 
particular, the normal motion can terminate when the visible rim curves are entirely 
contained in a reconstructed region of the object’s surface. 9 
Point 2. This point was selected from the boundary of the already-reconstructed 
surface region. To minimize viewpoint motion, the point selected was the point 
requiring the least amount of motion to force its inclusion on the visible rim. The 
motions generated from the application of the Degenerate Region Reconstruction 
Strategy illustrate that even though no information about the surface’s global struc- 
ture is used, the generated motions appear to take into account the object’s global 
shape. For example, reconstruction of the pipe’s interior around Point 2 causes the 
pipe’s interior to be observed through both ends of the pipe. 
The image sequence in Fig. 16 is partitioned into the following four groups, each 
corresponding to a distinct step of the strategy we use for global surface reconstruction. 
The initial and final images in each group correspond to the views of the object before 
and after the step described by the group was applied, respectively: 
Finding the middle of the current visibility arc. This involves moving on the tangent 
plane at the selected point. 
Clockwise and counter-clockwise motion on normal plane. This involves moving 
on a great circle in the direction of the surface normal at the selected point. 
Moving on tangent plane to find new visibility arc. This involves moving on the 
tangent plane at the selected point. 
Forcing a region boundary point to become a visible rim point. The region boundary 
point is indicated by a small yellow circle on the object’s surface. Note that Point 
2 is on the pipe’s interior surface when this process begins. The yellow circle is 
used only to indicate its position relative to the visible rim. 
8. Concluding remarks 
We have demonstrated that an active monocular observer can use a simple viewpoint 
control strategy to recover a global description of a smooth, arbitrarily-shaped surface 
from the occluding contour. The regions that are reconstructed on the surface can be 
accurately characterized and depend only on global shape properties of the surface. 
The use of an active observer produces a change in the way vision algorithms are 
designed and analyzed. The ability to purposefully control viewpoint enables the use of 
local, visually-guided viewpoint control strategies that are simple enough to be executed 
‘) It can be shown that this premature termination of the viewpoint’s motion does not affect the correctness 
of the reconstruction process. 
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Region Reconstruction Process for Point 1 
Finding the middle of the current visibilitv arc of Point 1 
Moving on norm&plane of Point I 
Region Reconstruction Process for Point 2 
Forcing Point 2 to lie on the visible rim 
Fig. 16. Reconstructing the surface of a pipe-shaped object 
in real time and guarantee global reconstruction when they are appropriately combined 
The reason is that viewpoint control is not used merely to change the shape of the 
occluding contour in an arbitrary manner (as in existing approaches), but it is used 
to change it in a well-defined way. This allows precise statements to be made about 
the progress of the global surface reconstruction process, and allows its outcome to be 
accurately controlled. 
Current limitations of the approach are ( 1) constraining the viewpoint’s motion to 
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Finding the middle oj‘the current l*isibiliQ arc of Point 2 
Fig. 16. Continued 
lie on a sphere, and (2) the inability to reconstruct the entire surface of objects with 
concavities. The second limitation is inherent to the use of the visible rim as the primary 
source of shape information. We are currently investigating the surface exploration 
task, i.e., the task of making all points on an object’s surface visible by appropriately 
controlling viewpoint in three dimensional space. This task requires forcing the occlusion 
boundary, which is a superset of the visible rim and projects to the occluding contour, 
to slide over the entire surface. 
Moving clockwise on normal plane of Point 2 
Moving counter-clockwise on normal plane of Point 2 
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